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1. Introduction
1.1. Goal
This document aims at providing the description of some use cases in the ticketing area. The use cases
introduced in this document are based on Thales Transportations Systems information.
Next section will define the pattern followed in order to describe each use case.
1.2. Template definition
A use case description comprises the following elements:
A short description giving an overview of the use case and defining possibly the assumptions made
(pre/post conditions).
The actors involved in the use case with identifiers and roles.
The step by step breakdown of the use case. A step includes an actor, its localization, an action/event
and a comment/example.
UML diagrams to help in describing the use case, for instance sequence or collaboration diagrams can
be introduced.

1.3. Context
The picture hereafter gives an overview of the different interactions in the ticketing use cases. It
mostly underlines that these interactions share the following features:
Numerous actors
Heterogeneous communications media
Different data formats
Architecture solutions in narrow scopes
WAN

Banks,
Credit Card
Companies

CCHS

Merchants

Internet

WAN
Customers
ERPs

WAN

LAN
Sales &
Validation
Devices

Ticketing
Systems
Accounting
Systems

Reservation
Systems

Figure 1: Ticketing context overview
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The next sections will introduce who are the main actors in this big picture and how they are classified
in order to cope with the overall complexity.
1.3.1.

Actors

This ticketing system includes:
Central Clearing House Systems (CCHS), which are in charge of redistributing revenues collected by the
ticketing and merchant systems between the different participants.
Ticketing Systems, which are usually operated by transport companies. The CCHS downloads
operating parameters to ticketing systems, e.g., ticketing keys, topology, timetables, fare products,
tariffs, blacklists of cards and equipments, action lists regarding Internet sales…
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) are operated by transport companies. The CCHS receives from
each transport company ERP the operating data applicable to this transport company but also to
some other transport companies in case of interoperability between transport networks.
Banks and Credit Card Companies, which are dependent on national regulations.
Customer Web site, which allows the registration of customers and the ordering of transport cards
and fare products with on-line payment and/or deferred debit on bank accounts or credit cards. The
customer website also provides information related to the card (history of transactions), claims,
refunds, orders and company-related general data (lines, timetables, events, discounts…).
Merchant Acquirer Systems, which are operated by merchant acquirers in charge of collecting
transactions carried out in shops by the cardholder.
Card Production Systems, which are operated by the card manufacturers or by CCHS agents.
Sales Devices such as Customer Service Centers, Retailers’ sales terminals, ticket vending machines
and so forth. The CCHS downloads the equipment operating data to the sales devices (e.g., ticketing
keys, topology, timetables, fare products, tariffs, blacklists of cards and equipments, action lists
regarding Internet sales…), and receives from the sales devices transaction files, audit registers, event
logs, and real-time warnings and alarms from on-line sales and validation devices.
1.3.2.

Levels

To alleviate the complexity of the overall ticketing system, five levels have been defined, which are
introduced in the next table.
Level 0

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Customer

Device

Concentrator

Back office

CCHS

<512Mo RAM

>512Mo RAM

>4GoRAM

>4GoRAM

Multi-cpu

Multi-cpu

Single small
Single Standard
cpu(Atom/celeron) cpu(core2Duo)

All the use cases described in this document will comprise interactions between actors belonging to
various levels.
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1.4. Glossary
The table below lists all the acronyms and abbreviations used in this document and give their
meaning.
Acronym or
abbreviation

Meaning

CCHS

Central Clearing House Systems

ERP

Enterprise Resource Planning

RATP

Régie Autonome des Transports Parisiens

UML

Unified Modeling Language

2. Use cases
2.1. Card checking
2.1.1.

Description

This first use case simply illustrates a common action when entering the public transport: card
checking. Usually, instead of buying a ticket for each travel, a user may subscribe a card against a fee
to allow him taking the bus, the tram or the train every day. The subscription information is stored on
the card and it must be checked when using transportation.
The use case is more precisely focused on card checking with the devices found in RATP busses.
With such a device, card checking consists in approaching the card to validate subscription
information. Concentrator and ticketing system are supposed to be connected constantly.
2.1.2.

Actors

The table below lists the actors involved in this use case.

2.1.3.

Name

Type

Localization

Role

User

Human

Card checker

Device

Bus

Subscription
validation

Concentrator

Computer

Bus

Storage

Ticketing system

Computer

Card owner

Transactions
recorder

Steps

The table below describes every step of the use case.
Step

Actor

Action/Event

1

User

The user submits the card to the card
checker.

2

Card checker

The card checker reads the card data.

3

Card checker

The card checker validates the data.

4

Concentrator

The card information is checked
against the blacklist.

Comment
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2.1.4.

5

Concentrator

The subscription information is
validated.

6

Ticketing
system

The subscription information is
validated.

7

Concentrator

The travel is recorded.

8

User

If the card is rejected, user is not
allowed to use the public transport.

9

Card checker

If the card is validated, card checking
operations are over.

Diagrams

Figure 2: Card checking sequence diagram

2.2. Card order
2.2.1.

Description

Before being able to use a card in public transport, it must be ordered. This use case covers this
situation. It also makes the assumption that a customer can receive its card before making the
payment. The card manufacturer is responsible for initializing the card data based on the information
given in the order.
2.2.2.

Actors

The table below lists the actors involved in this use case.
Name

Type

Localization

Role

Customer

Human

Card buyer

Order systems

Computer

Card order

Card manufacturer

Device

Card manufacturer
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Accounting system
2.2.3.

Computer

Account manager

Steps

The table below describes every step of the use case.
Step

Actor

Action/Event

1

Customer

The customer orders a new card.

2

Order systems

The order systems receive the card
order.

3

Order systems

The order systems validate the
order.

4

Customer

If the card order is not validated, the
order is rejected.

5

Order systems

If the card order is validated, the
card manufacturing starts.

6

Card
manufacturer

The card is manufactured.

7

Card
manufacturer

Based on the order information, the
card is initialized.

8

Card
manufacturer

The new card is delivered.

9

Accounting
system

An invoice is sent to the customer.

10

Customer

After the invoice reception, the
customer makes the payment.

11

Accounting
system

The payment is received.

12

Order systems

The order is closed.

Comment
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2.2.4.

Diagrams

Figure 3: Card order sequence diagram

2.3. Ticket Order
2.3.1.

Description

For a single travel, a user needs a ticket to take the train, the tram or the bus. This use case assumes
that a user may order a ticket through the CCHS and eventually withdraw it at a sales device in a
station.
2.3.2.

2.3.3.

Actors

Name

Type

Localization

Role

Customer

Human

Ticket buyer

CCHS

Computer

Ticket order

Ticketing systems

Computer

Card manufacturer

Banks

Computer

Account manager

Sales device

Device

Station

Steps

Step

Actor

Action/Event

1

Customer

The customer orders a ticket.

2

CCHS

The ticket order is submitted to the
CCHS.

3

CCHS

The CCHS validates the order.

Comment
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2.3.4.

4

Ticketing
systems

The ticketing systems check the
timetables.

5

Ticketing
systems

The ticketing systems check the
bookings

6

Ticketing
systems

The order is validated against the
previous information.

7

Customer

If the order is not validated, the
order is rejected.

8

CCHS

If the order is validated, an invoice is
sent to the customer.

9

Customer

The customer makes the payment.

10

Bank

The customer’s account is updated
accordingly.

11

Customer

The customer withdraws the ticket.

12

Sales device

The device prints the ticket.

13

CCHS

The ticket order is closed.

Diagrams

Figure 4: Ticket order sequence diagram
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2.4. Blacklist production and distribution
2.4.1.

Description

To control cards and products being in use, public transport leverages blacklists. A blacklist is
basically a list of identified cards or products that cannot be used anymore. As such, using a blacklist
for a device consists in blocking each item that matches an entry in the list. Blacklists are updated on a
regular basis and distributed to the devices to take them into account effectively.
2.4.2.

2.4.3.

Actors

Name

Type

Localization

Role

Card retailer

Computer

Blacklist user

Clearing operator

Computer

Blacklist distributor

Card owner

Computer

Card blacklist
manager

Product owner

Computer

Product blacklist
manager

Steps

Step

Actor

Action/Event

1

Card retailer

The card retailer starts the
production of blacklist items.

2

Card owner

The card owner produces a
blacklist.

3

Card owner

The card owner updates the
blacklist with new items if any.

4

Clearing
operator

The Clearing operator generates a
blacklist for business participants

5

Clearing
operator

The Clearing operator distributes
the blacklist to card retailers.

6

Card retailer

The card retailer receives the
blacklist.

7

Card retailer

The card retailer applies the
blacklist by blocking each item in the
list.

8

Clearing
operator

The Clearing operator collects the
transactions coming from the card
retailers.

9

Card owner

The card owner updates the card
blacklist.

10

Product owner

The product owner updates the
product blacklist.

Comment
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2.4.4.

Diagrams

Figure 5: Blacklist production and distribution sequence diagram

2.5. Fire emergency
2.5.1.

Description

This use case deals with an emergency situation, especially a fire emergency. When facing such a
situation, typical transport devices must change their default behavior. For instance a tripod turnstile,
which checks transport cards by default, must let the user pass in order to proceed to a safe zone
during evacuation.
2.5.2.

2.5.3.

Actors

Name

Type

Localization

Role

Smoke detector

Device

Fire detection

Emergency center

Human

Emergency
management

Tripod turnstile

Device

User check

Steps

Step

Actor

Action/Event

1

Smoke detector

Smoke is detected by the smoke
detector.

2

Smoke detector

The detector sprays water where
the smoke has been detected.

3

Emergency
center

The alarm is set off.

4

Tripod turnstile

The tripod turnstile does let the
users pass.

Comment
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2.5.4.

5

Emergency
center

The center manages the crisis.

6

Tripod turnstile

When the emergency is ended, the
default turnstile behavior is restored.

7

Emergency
center

The emergency is closed.

Diagrams

Figure 6: Fire emergency sequence diagram

2.6. Service subscribing
2.6.1.

Description

This use case makes the assumption that transportation provides paid services through a web site. A
user can therefore subscribe for a service on the web site after paying off the service fee. This
subscription is achieved using online secure services.
2.6.2.

2.6.3.

Actors

Name

Type

Localization

Role

User

Human

Web site user

Web site

Computer

Service provider

Bank

Computer

Account manager

Steps

Step

Actor

Action/Event

Comment
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2.6.4.

1

User

The user subscribes a service.

2

Web site

The web site receives the
subscription data, including the
payment information.

3

Bank

The bank checks the user account.

4

Bank

The bank withdraws the service
amount from the user account.

5

Web site

The web site validates the
subscription.

6

Web site

If the subscription is validated, the
web site ends the subscription
process.

7

User

If the subscription is rejected, the
user will not benefit from the
service.

Diagrams

Figure 7: Service subscribing sequence diagram
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